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under the blue sky
Whilst the anthropomorphic subjects of Jingyi Wang’s
paintings haven’t changed, the context within which they are
situated have. The world and the social climates that
we populate have continued to alter since Wang’s last
exhibition ‘Natural Social Distancing’ at Four You Gallery a
year ago. The paintings featured in this exhibition took the
form of traditional portraits or busts, eerie in their animation
and sobering in their directness. The tone of these artworks
was sombre; there was a heaviness that threatened.
Yet Wang’s ‘Under the blue sky’ lifts the prickly moods of
‘Natural Social Distancing,’ and remains positively hopeful.
Cactus in Floral Shirt, 2021
Oil on Canvas
61 x 51 cm

Wang has painted ‘Playing in Ice’ in Response to
Hals,revolutionising the infamous ‘Lute Player’
(1623) that hangs in the Louvre, Paris. This juxtaposition is furthered by the subtle references
Wang makes to popular culture. As for many of us,
Wang spent lockdown watching much TV, this
consumption has seeped into her artwork in
numerous ways: format, colour, humour. Breaking
news, the Olympics, and numerous dramas and
movies among those which most inspired.

Bear Fruit, 2022
Oil on Canvas
122 x 101.6 cm

Gift, 2022
Oil on Canvas
50.8 x 40.6 cm

Fall, 2021
Oil on panel
35.5x28 cm

The colour blue recalls longing feelings of
calmness and serenity, it floods the landscapes of
Jingyi Wang’s latest paintings. Her wish is for peace
and her nostalgic yearns are for her homeland. She
makes playful reference to WeChat: a Chinese
videocall service that she often uses to speak to
her family. The artist embeds varying contemporary
motifs that contrast with the more traditional renaissance portrait framework that she works within.

Keep in Touch, 2022
Oil on canvas
142.2 x 101.6 cm

Listen to the Loudspeaker, 2022
Oil on canvas
117 x 117 cm

Impressive is Jingyi Wang’s comfort with her medium.
This exhibition highlights her skilful understanding of oil
paint, in particular her depiction of fabric, emphasises this
talent. The clothes were painted from life as her subjects
were modelled by Wang’s friends. Whilst the forms are entirely surreal, and human facial characteristics have dissolved
into the flesh of cacti, there persists an uncanny similarity in
body language to that of humans as we know them.

Playing in Ice - Response to Hals, 2022
Oil on canvas
71.1 x 50.8 cm

Hello and Goodbye, 2022
Oil on canvas
122 x 101.6 cm

The Wind is Rising#2, 2022
Oil on canvas
160 x 203 cm

Pick Me, 2022
Oil on canvas
117 x 150 cm

Fell with the Wind, 2022
Oil on canvas
71 x 56 cm

Hairdressing#2, 2022
Oil on canvas
122 x 101.6 cm

Break the Ice, 2022
Oil on canvas
66 x 76 cm

ABOUT THE
ARTIsT
Jingyi Wang (Chinese, b. 1989) is a painter currently living and
working in New York City. In 2013, Wang graduated from China
Central Academy of Fine Arts with a BFA degree, and in 2016
she received her MFA from New York Academy of Art.
Since then the artist has gained significant traction from collectors
and gallerists, who have shown her works extensively in New
York City and elsewhere. The artist has been exhibiting in and
around the city for close to 5 years, her inaugural solo show
“The Growing” was opened at the Amerasia Bank Gallery in
2017. Wang’s “My Loneliness is a Garden” opened at Art Lines
Gallery in New Jersey in 2018, and “Soft Sting” was at Time Arts
Gallery in New York the following year.
Noteworthy press coverage includes reports by The China Press,
Sing Tao daily Newspaper and World Journal. Additionally, her
paintings have been published in ArtMaze, Acrylicworks5,
Creativepaper, and Studio Visit magazines.

ABOUT THE
GALLERY
In an attempt to transpose the gender inequality that continues to
persist in the art world, Four You gallery exclusively showcases
the work of female artists. Four You Gallery is a travelling
venue-by-appointment that showcases contemporary art. It o
ffers female artists a global audience, whilst allowing art enthusiasts to discover thoughtfully curated artworks produced by
international talents.
Apparent is the lack of representation of female artists in galleries,
as well as the exclusion of women from the mainstream art
market. Four You gallery intends to provide a platform for the
overlooked; oering a space that encourages cross-discipline
dialogue led solely by women aiming to inflict change.

info@fouryougallery.com
www.fouryougallery.com
fouryougallery

Dedicated to the artist and regardless of their nationality, medium,
or career-status, Four You hopes to celebrate, support and
empower. Curated for you – whether a casual enthusiast or
passionate collector – we carefully select artists with distinct and
bold styles. We wish to captivate and inspire, by casting the
spotlight on stimulating women in art.

